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/ Please introduce yourself in a few lines
‘Odysseus Atlas’ is creative initiative by Lithuanian artists Kęstutis
Montvidas and Jūra Bardauskaitė with the island as its central
theme. Inspired by Homer's poem we evoke wandering figure of
Odysseus to embody our creative intentions. The idea is to depict the
world of islands from nissological perspective and aesthetic
contemplation. Our course is set in tune with nature of islandness
due to marginality, isolation and diversity.
// How did you end up at this Artist Residency in Korpo?
Last summer, at the threshold of our project, we were researching
capacity of nissology, emphasizing island as a special place. To
develop our project, we intended to visit islands for them to appear
in ‘Odysseus Atlas’. At that time our gaze was shifting towards
equator and tropic zones of the world map, searching for distant and
exotic place. AARK has appeared coincidentally, when we have
realized that we have been surveying the platitude of islandness
advertised by mainstream tourism, while the literature dedicated to
island studies has been pointing out in the opposite direction,
declaring that the highest density of islands is to be found in the
northern latitudes.
/// What is different about Korpo and the Nature of the archipelago
compared to other places you have visited?
It happened so that we sailed to Korpo from Iceland where we
sojourned in winter. With reference to the Odyssey we could say, that
we have found passage of Scylla and Charybdis when encountered
rough Icelandic nature. Archipelago resembles us most neighborly

land of Scheria – “here the sailors tend their black ships’ tackle,
cables and sails, and plane their oarblades down”. Korpo bears
similarities with land of Phaeacians as a peaceful marine community,
living in luxurious nature surrounded by seas, remote but in kind
familiar.

‘Odysseus Atlas’ is creative
initiative with the island as
its central theme.

//// What do you find inspiring about Korpo?
Korpo itself is inspiring! It meets all the dreamy expectations and on
top of that it is a real place. That makes it even more special than any
utopian fantasy. It is capacious for diverse ideas: insularity and
connectedness, constancy and movement, self-sufficient and
dependent. In particular special for us is its unique location in
Archipelago Sea, where water and earth meets the balance.
///// How would you describe the art that you do?
At AARK we are working with site specific installation in forest area
alongside of a residency. We have plans to throw an opening event in
second half of May. Further information will be announced soon and
we are looking forward to meet you there!

Artist in residence in May
Alice Duncan, Australia // Laura Hypponen, Finnland-UK
(https://vimeo.com/laurahypponen) // Marco Dessardo, Italy-France
(www.dessardo.com) // Sari Nieminen, Finland // Marjut Lehtinen,
Finland // Odysseus Atlas, Jura & Kestutis,Lithuania
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